Ways
Hence to pursue the very nature of this ademic trend, to suggest its more important specially to seek its compelling effects, is asic modes of evolution. Among the modes of , we undoubtedly will find some impressive ional similiarities. But close analysis will also reveal large differences that follow from national traditions.
Guided by the response sets of blished orders, nations must necessarily cope with plexity in somewhat different ways. Any theory of nvergence that highlights a common drift into complexity, and similar forms of accommodation, will need in time to
shade into a theory of divergence that observes individualized national evolutions. In this early analysis, particularly to establish some opening categories, I will concentrate on what seems everywhere operative.
THE FORCES OF COMPLEXITY
With each passing decade a modern or modernizing system of higher education is expected and inspired to do more for other portions of society, organized and unorganized, from strengthening the economy and invigorating government to developing individual talents and personalities and aiding the pursuit of happiness. We also ask that this sector of society do more in its own behalf in fulfilling such grand and expanding missions as conserving the cultural heritage and producing knowledge.
This steady accretion of realistic expectations cannot be stopped, let alone reversed. Where among modern nations can we expect a return to the education of a relatively homogeneous three to five percent of the age group?
Instead, systems slide over the long-run along the track of elite to mass participation (even if some do not slide very well and stall at minor inclines), relating to more heterogeneous clienteles as they include more students drawn from more segments of the population. Input demands multiply, extending the tasks of teaching and increasing the congruences that must be fashioned if individual desires and institutional capabilities are to mesh.
Secondly, where among modern systems can we expect a return to educating for only governmental elites and sweral 2 leading professions, the doMinant pattern historically in Europe? Instead, as graduates move on to both private and public employment and to a widening range of occupations generally, systems steadily extend their connections to occupational life. On its output side, higher education without doubt is tied to an expanding societal division of labor.
Again, the pressure to enlarge the system's bundle of tasks is great, even irresistible.
Thirdly, where among modern systems of higher education can we expect the resident profession to turn away from a widening involvement in the production of knowledge as well as in its refinement and distribution?
As a force for enlarging the complexity of higher education, this substantive impulse, embedded in modernity, becomes the steadiest pressure of all. It is driven by the pace set in the international communities of many disciplines, with the biological sciences now the most vivid instance. It is propelled by the disciplinary rewards of specialization that lead to a Virginia Woolf Bypasses and add-ons are then hard to come by.
Notably, despite the convergencies induced by emulative academic drift, the main university sector itself begins to break up into different types of universities.
The rising costs of big social science, big humanities, and big arts, as well as big science, increasingly insure that money will not be passed around equally. Within the different major subject clusters, and often discipline by discipline, there will be centers of excellence and centers of non-excellence. If not, high costs spread acroJs the system will drive down access to the system at large; and, highly talented people who want to sit with other highly 9 talented scholars and scientists, but are not allowed to so concentrate, will flow into the emerging pipelines of braindrain. As different university combinations develop, statesmanship then includes the elaboration of sub-sector ideologies that blunt invidious comparisons and justify second-best and third-best statuses. Have-not institutions may desire and actively seek a single non-invidious central niche; but complexity reverses the tide and moves them in the other direction.
In an evolution that is natural for adaptive species, systems move toward more niches rather than fewer.
for the textbooks.
Central ministerial control in France, when loosened for a few years by crisis-level resistance of faculty and students, seems to snap back into place like a rubber band that has been stretched too far. Then, too, after the events of the last two decades, Swedish academics are no strangers to dirigisme.
But the flow of control is not all one way, and systems strain to accommodate the conflicting imperatives of centralization and decentralization. Behind the impulse to decentralize lies the simple fact that the evermore swollen professional underbelly of higher education gives the central cadres a "knowledge problem" they cannot handle.
many thousands of bits of tacit knowledge will escape them, no matter how much they amass information. Thsn, the adaptive structural response is to engage in a layering of authority. In the nationalized systems, decentralization introduces a regional or provincial level of institutional grouping and public accountability. among the top ten universities, six or seven are private.
In the Japanese case, the private sector became the vehicle for mass entry, handling 75 to 80 percent of students. It has a variety that stretches from degree mills to institutions now positioning themselves quite high in the institutional hierarchy. In these two leading cases, 13 especially the American one, the construction of individual institutional niches is a high art. At the disciplinary level, it is clear enough that we all confront an irresisible emergence of new subjects that we ignore at our peril and to which we respond by underpinning them with new and varied organizational units.
The disciplinary dimension of the system-wide matrix of disciplines and institutions is restless and selfgenerating, with an expansionist dynamic, as suggested previously, that has cross-national affiliations behind it.
Our own international conference illustrates this dynamic.
We are encouraging the professionalization within many countries of the small, emergent, multi-disciplinary field that we call comparative higher education. The field is structurally propped up by a center here and a center there, a cluster of semi-organized interested scholars within a university in one country and a cluster scattered across a half-dozen universities in another. The true believers among us ache for more solid foundations in and among the basic disciplines and the professional schools.
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We measure progress by the firming of small bases in an Hiroshima ORU, an Amsterdam center, a coupling of a half-dozen researchers in a study of the Italian professoriate that seeks to utilize a comparative perspective.
We note the intellectual progress, or lack of it, over the years in successive conferences in Lancaster and Stockholm and in the books and articles prodyced by second-and third-generation scholars. Who radically differentiates the academic world? We do. As we pursue scholarship, we differentiate structures as well as ideas and literatures.
Self-Elaborating Academic Professionalism
In a current book on the American professoriate, I
portray American academics as having evolved from a first to a second and then to a third "intellectual moment." 12 In a first stage that spanned the colonial period and even stretched into the nineteenth century, academics in my country were temporary hired hands, tutors taken on for a few years before they went off to other work. Academic positions then gradually solidified into a lifelong occupation, one that developed into a fullblown profession (in the modern sense of the word) on the back of special- Across the many fields found in the large universities, we found significant differences in workloads and orientations of faculty in the sciences as contrasted to the humanities; and, more broadly, between life in the professional schools and in the letters and science departments. The latter divide is an important schism.
One-half of the faculty in the universities is in the professional schools, where work is clinical as well as scholarly, and where it is increasingly set off in the graduate tier, away from the problems of undergraduate teaching.
The demands of the professional-practice dimension, and the tension between it and the academic side, have already produced a plethora of additional faculty roles --clinical, part-time, non-tenured, tenured without a salary guarantee --as an internal differentiation that makes the professional schools decidedly differ, from the letters and science departments, even as it helps those schools to cope.
In such professional features, as well as in system characteristics, the American case is an extreme one. But in its extremity it is revealing, often exhibiting in
relatively stark form what is more muted in other systems.
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What it helps to reveal in this case is that the academic profession steadily decomposes itself as it responds to the complexities of input and output demands and especially to the substantive imperatives of research and scholarship.
The profession separates into constituent parts that multiply within its ranks. As it does so, we may intuit, In both cases, the drift of recent reform underestimates what focused professionalism accomplishes for faculty, students, and the system at large.
Academic specialization is one response to the inherent limitations of the human mind. Individuals increasingly cannot expe-t to cover such major areas as "the solal scienc s" or "the humanities." It is increasingly odd that we think undergraduate students can and should master such broad domains. As it delineates restricted areas of inquiry and of facts, specialization --compared to non-specialization --leacIA toward mastery and a sense of competence. Most important, specialization develops a particular kind of structured thinking that we call a discipline. Specialization has rational bases that are the foundation of the modern academic enterprise.
It is around the modern structures of reasoning that we call disciplines that academics develop their professionalism.
Since that professionalism is closely tied to disparate fields, each a self-aggritndizing concern, we appropriately portray it as enormously fragmented. But we can also see that professionalism as a crucial way in the modern occupational world by which self-interests are hooked to larger institutional chariots.
In the normal course of his or her work, a biologist or a political scientist or a professor of literature can simultaneously serve and blend self-, other-, and ideal-24 regarding interests:15 one's own achievement; the progress of one's department and one's disciplinary groups; and the furtherance of scholarship, the education of the young, and a host of other ideals that give meaning to the academic life.
Who in our own invisible college is serving only narrow selfinterest? Our colleagues in other specialties are surely doing no less to serve others and to serve ideals, even when they "selfishly" seek greater monetry rewards, higher status, greater individual and group autonomy, and more power.
In an age of specialization, academic callings will reside basically not in broad theme courses or in labormarketdefined subjects but in tk.a Sociologists are prepared to offer a sociology of whatever human activity you can think of. You cannot keep economists out of anything, since they are sure they have the keys to the analytical heavens of the social sciences.
The boundaries between political science and sociology are so blurred that top scholars in the one can actually be elected to high office in the mainline associations of the other.
We now have at hand a useful vocabulary for conceptualizing and elaborating on this phenomenon.
Michael Polanyi has spoken of modern science as consisting of "chains of overlapping neighborhoods." 18 Donald T.
Campbell has stressed that a comprehensive social science, or any other large domain of knowledge, is "a continuous As we extend this formulation to academic fields more generally, we can say that while modern 27 academia is a system powered by specialization and hence by diverging interests, it may also be a system that allows for a collective comprehensiveness that is integrative.
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The analytical handle is the idea of integration through overlap.
We no longer need to think that integration can come only from similarity of function, or common values, or united membership in a grand corps. We do not need to ask that we all become Mr. Chips, nor that we pull ourselves together around four values and a core curriculum, nor that we enter a national civil service and join one union. We can understand that integration can come from the bit-by-bit overlap of narrow memberships and specific identities, with specialties and disciplines --and whole colleges and universities --serving as mediating institutions that tie individuals and small groups into the enclosure of the whole. For a realm that is so naturally pluralistic, and for which the future promises an ever-widening complexity of task and structure, a large dollop of pluralist theory is not a bad idea. Flexibility is gained by escaping from the bureaucratic iron cage. 25 It is further enhanced by a fragmenting of the professional iron cage that would be wrought if unity among academics were achieved.
Specialization that creates so much freedom, and allows order to follow function, deserves at least two cheers. During June 1986 we sent to all persons on our international mailing list a "CHERG Update" as a way of reporting on the work of the UCLA Comparative Higher Education Research Group. As a brief follow-up to that announcement, this statement describes the Group's activities during 1986-87 and identifies new publications.
The past year was a quiet one in the Group's 314 Suite in Moore Hall. After serving for five years as a postdoctoral research scholar, Gary Rhoades assumed a faculty position at the University of Arizona.
I took a breather between old and new major projects. No conferences were planned or convened.
But a number of short-and long-term visitors provided stimulation and good company. A young Finnish scholar, Seppo Holtta, arrived for a two-year residency during which he is preparing a manuscript on the finance and evaluation of higher education. Two graduate assistants from the People's Republic of China, Yinte Wang and Bai Gao, have supplied expertise on higher education in the PRC and have helped me to prepare for a Fall 1987 lecture trip to their country. Occasional visitors have included Atsunori Yamanoi, from Toyama University for two months during the mid-winter; Stefan Kwiatkowski, from Warsaw, for a week during the Spring; and Guy Neave, University of London, for a week during August. The Exxon Education Foundation has continued to assist our efforts with programmatic support.
The next several years promise to be quite active. Beginning July 1987, under a grant from the Spencer Foundation, we have embarked upon a three-year study of the relationship between research and advanced training (graduate education) in Britain, France, Germany, Japan, and the United States.
I will be joined in this effort by associates in each of the four foreign countries and by Patricia Gumport, a Stanford graduate, who will serve for two years as a postdoctoral research scholar. This research team will be largely composed by October 1987: further information about Cite nature of this effort can be obtained at that time.
